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1. The  right  of  a  document  represents  an
ideology,  such  as  the  development  of
human nature, and the main objective of the
future of the future of International Policy
according to the goals of The One World.

2. The  right  of  the  document  reflects  the
claims  of  the  Federal  and  Foreign
Universities for the establishment of a joint
Institution  in  the  jurisdiction  of  the
Federation, as a joint Representative Branch
and the active form of the Second Resident
Establishment of the Universities, working
with  the  unified  Universities  of  the
Federated  and  Foreign  States  for  the
common  education  of  pupils  as
International  Universities  (Institution  of
Global  University  Intelligence)
representing the United World.

3. Universities  that  declare  their  interest  in
cooperation gain the right to establish their
representative  office  and  branch  office
within  the  Federation  and  regularly
establish global colleges of Universities as
ID's   International  University  Council,
representing  Institution  of  Global
University Intelligence.

4. Universities which declare their interest in
co-operation acquire the right to found their
second  combined  teaching  establishment
and branch in the Federation's territory.

5. The  Law  of  Global  Collaboration
Universities  originate  for  the  purpose  of
unifying  the  Global  Knowledge  and
Intelligence  of  each  individual  University
Institution for the purpose of the origin and
performance of education as a true form of
the Universal Intelligence of the One World.

6. University  representations  establish  a
unified Council of Universities representing
the  Global  University  Intelligence
Institution.

7. The  University  Representation  of  each
Independent Institution as a member of the
International Council of Universities has the
right  to  represent  and  develop  its  own
ideology  of  University,  Culture  and
Tradition and History and the current legal
origin of the University for the purpose of
representing  its  own  name  and
strengthening its own cultures, International
level.

8. Universities together as the Unified Council
have the right to decide on the analysis and
development  of  teaching  subjects  and  the
system of  their  logistic  intelligence.  Each
act  of  development  of  training  practices
must be registered and approved before the
Federal Offices of Education.

9. The  Federal  Education  Offices  have  the
right  to  sit  together  with  the  International
Council  of Universities for the purpose of

their  own  empowerment  of  intellectual
practice and to enable the development of
textbooks and pedagogical strategies for the
education and training of the pupils of the
Federation.

10. The  International  University  Council  has
the  right  to  sit  together  with  the  Federal
Education Office and thus  to  promote  the
development of the Federal Intelligence of
Educational  Intelligence,  Educational
Practices and the Intelligence of Education
in the Federation.

11. Universities teach their own fields by their
own status,  under  the  name Institution  of
Universities.  If  one  branch  of  study  is
represented  by  more  member  universities,
the  University  team  is  planning  a  joint
learning  strategy,  and  each  individual
university provides its own logistics for the
purpose  of  fully  unifying  the  logistics  of
Universities  for  the  task  of  creating  a
perfect education.

12. Each  University  has  the  right  to  issue  its
own  payment  tax  for  the  provision  of
education on behalf of its own institution of
the  University  and,  according  to  the  real
value of the dimension of the Intelligence
Power,  to  the  common  field  of  education
between  universities.  The  Federal  Trade
Authorities have the right to issue financial
taxes  according  to  the  federal  capital
economy,  as  a  profit  that  will  be  used  to
secure  payments  to  unified  universities
according  to  their  merits,  payouts  to
Teachers' teams, and the balance of finance
will be allocated to the Institution's profit,
development and management.

13. Universities  as  a  unified  Council  of
Universities have the right to decide on the
number  and  capacity  limitation  of  new
students and open capacities in the size of
each field of education that can be provided.
Federal Education Schools have open rights
to  regulate  the  capacity  of  available
education sites and to support their capacity
development within the Federation.

14. The University Council, as the name of one
Legal  Institution,  has  the  right  to  receive
any suitable students from abroad, thereby
promoting the development of education for
all  those  interested  in  education,  from all
over the world and without  discrimination
of origin, race or religion.

15. Federal Education Offices have the right to
establish control processes of teaching and
also  the  performance  of  pedagogical
activity in the performance of the Education
of Global University Intelligence.

17. Each  Independent  University  with
membership in the University Council has
the  right  to  initiate  training  in  the
Federation,  and thus also on behalf  of the



Legal  Status  of  the  Global  University
Intelligence  Institution.  The  University
Council  has  the  right  to  use  its  own
affiliates  abroad  for  the  purpose  of
expanding  teaching  on  behalf  of  the
Institution  if  the  jurisdiction  of  a  foreign
State or such international agreements and
permits allow it.

18. Institution Global University Intelligence is
a legal person who has the right to establish
its  own  branches  in  foreign  countries,
subject to the approval of a government of
sovereign jurisdiction, thereby extending its
own activities  to the level  of international
states.

19. As  a  Global  University  Intelligence
Institution  as  a  Global  Institutional
Institution,  it  also  allows  for  the
development  of  a  strategy  of  actions,
involving  the  use  of  its  own  global
educational  infrastructure  site,  for  the
purpose  of  teaching  a  uniform  education
process equally to all its own students, and
opening  educational  programs  at  an
international level.

20. The  International  Council  of  Universities
has  the  right  to  establish  its  own  private
center  of  pedagogy  as  an  education  on
behalf  of  an  institution,  to  develop  the
capacity  of  new teachers  in  the  future  by
educating them active under the name of the
Global  University  Intelligence  Institution,
thereby  ensuring  certainty  in  establishing
their own teaching resources for the purpose
of meeting established standards.

21. The  International  Council  of  Universities
has  the  right  to  set  up  a  private  training
center  on  behalf  of  the  Institutions  to
support  the  creation  of  humanitarian
cooperation with Third World countries and

disaster-stricken  countries  for  the  purpose
of  teaching  with  a  stable  capacity  for
teachers  in  these  countries  and  for  the
purpose  of  enabling  the  second
establishment of the Institution abroad.

22. Universities  as  a  Unified  Council  of
Universities  have  the  right  to  centralize
logistically together for the purpose of using
their  own Logistics  of  Law,  Political,  and
Social Knowledge of Education Sciences to
support the development of the strategy and
function  of  the  Federal  Rights  of
Jurisdiction  in  Political  Coordination
Logistics  Universities  with the  Authorities
and  Institutions  of  the  Federation  as
Independent A partnership without the right
of  legal  amendment  on  behalf  of  the
International  University  Council  and  the
Global University Intelligence Institution.

23. Universities  have  the  right  to  establish
business entities on behalf of the University
Council  Institutions  of  the  Global
University  Intelligence,  opening  up  the
possibility of extending own resources, own
learning centers  and practical  centers,  and
for  the  purpose  of  developing  and
modernizing the Institution, the possibilities
of practical education and ensuring its own
function of organized operation and growth.

24. Institution of Global University Intelligence
have right open function of Cooperative and
Administration  Department  office  in  form
of  cooperation  with  every  world  Non-
Governmental  Organization,  International
Non-Governmental Organization, ncies and
Institutions  of  Science,  Geography,
Education,  Information,  Technologies,
History  or  all  open  categories  of
Intelligences.
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